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Mr Roy brings more than 20 years of experience within healthcare  In India and  Asia &  held 
many senior positions covering various businesses within healthcare domain starting form 

medical device and consumables MNCs to Indian Hospital giant with global presence .  
 

A graduate of psychology from  the University of Calcutta and a MBA from Sikkim Manipal 
University Gangtok, Debashis also does have post graduate Diploma in Hospital Operation 

Management and Post Graduate Diploma in Medico Legal System from Symbiosis, Pune .He is 
also an Engineering Diploma holder from Birla Institute of Technology in Electronics and 
telecommunication. 

Roy's career started with Allergan India Ltd,a Leading US based medical equipment and 

pharmaceutical co with presence in more than 100  countries.    As " Surgical  Officer"  managed 
marketing, sales and service of high value medical  equipment’s and   consumables 

(Ophthalmic) across the eastern India & Bangladesh.The growth happened very fast under his 
energetic deliberation.Roy served  almost 3 years before moving into Toshniwal group (India) 

and took charge of Eastern India and North East including Bangladesh and Nepal. This is the 
crucial moment for Indian medical device industry when some of the leading European state-of 

the art equipment was made available for Indian consumers through Toshbro Medicals, the 
subsidiary of Toshniwal's. 

Roy's journey keep moving up and up among few other world leaders like Bausch and Lomb (US 
MNC leader in contact lenses, glass wear and surgical and ophthalmic equipment .Most 

successful brand remained Ray Ban. Had business spread over 100 countries .Considered to be 
one of top 3 companies globally in its domain.  and CARL ZEISS , The German MNC, Global 

leader in medical equipment , present over 180 countries, with topline $3 Billions. Most 
respected brand in Ophthalmic segment, Neurosurgical microscope, high end Industrial and 
research microscope, IMT, Semiconductor technology and vision care.  

Its in the end of 2007,Roy moved to the Wockhardt Hospitals, the then most  promising hospital 
group India ,with a presence in 10 cities , and over a period merged with Fortis Hospitals ,the 

second largest hospital chain in India. Roy remained one of the key people behind the  launch 
of new 400 bed super specialty Hospital in kolkata in 2010. This tenure has also seen 
phenomenal growth in East and neighboring countries. 



Over the next few years ,Roy served Apollo Hospitals and Apollo Gleneagles Hospitals ,the 
leader of Indian corporate hospital. He served many leadership role in Apollo including 

spearheading the Oncology Business across India and brining new technology in treating 
cancers .Under his leadership cancer treatment facility was expanded to many second tier cities 

like Bilaspur,Kakinada,Ahmedabad ,Bhuabaneswar.Roy was visionary in exploring the Proton 
Therapy ,the latest in cancer treatment radiation machine  globally and implanted the seed 
which finally happened later days . 

As General Manager- Marketing ,he also drove business in multiple Apollo group hospitals like 
Madurai,Chennai,Kolkata,Bilaspur etc. and had   many success under his sleeves. Oncology 

business touched  new height first time in Apollo and new investment plan and road map laid 
down for next 3 years .It was then new hospitals at Vanagram took off and became a EBITDA 
positive in a short period. 

In 2014,Roy joined Dr Devi Shetty Group, Narayan Health as Regional Head -East and lead the 

growth strategy in the region. Apart from  acquisition of  new hospitals in kolkata ,Roy 

strategize in  stabilizing business in existing hospitals. Incremental bed strength, addition of 

services ,infra planning and consultant management has been some of key achievement .Ten 

(10) hospitals from Raipur to Guwahati flourished under Roy's leadership and touched a record 

revenue figure. First time Narayana Health started Bariatric surgery ,Intervention radiology and 

full- fledged cancer treatment in East. New initiative like tele-radiology and tel-consultation and 

tele-diagnostic initiated during this period in association with HP. 

 

Roy served AMRI Hospital as Senior Vice President - and was driving business strategy across 

the group comprising all five unit across Bengal and Orissa & PPP project,app 1000 bed . Apart 

from that ,Roy also brought in digital application(amri hospital app) in line with digital India 

flow and demonetization. New services introduced ,new clientele acquired and new 

International geography like Oman, Myenmer explored and initiated . 
 

He possesses a strong business and leadership record  & has a deep understanding of the 

consumer and business landscape in the Asian region, predominantly south east asia. 

 

Roy is an active member of CII-Healthcare Sub Committee - East; Member of Indian Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC); Federation of Indian Exporter's Organization (FIEO); Chairperson, Public 

Relations Rotary Club of Calcutta North Suburban; Chief Patron of 'BRAIN', a NGO works on 

Education & Treatment of marginalized people and many more social organizations. He Is also a 

member of Eastern Metropolitan Club kolkata. 



 

Roy has been featured and mentioned  in many print  and electronic media across many states 

in India and abroad for his work . 
    ________________________ 
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This is a system generated digitally signed Registration Certificate issued based on the approval of application granted on 15/01/2021 by

the jurisdictional authority.

  1. Legal Name DEBASHIS ROY

  2. Trade Name, if any HEALTH PLUS INDIA

  3. Constitution of Business Proprietorship

  4. Address of Principal Place of
Business

175/1/1/A, GOPAL LAL TAGORE ROAD, KOLKATA, Kolkata, West
Bengal, 700108

  5.  Date of Liability

  6.  Date of Validity From 18/04/2018 To Not Applicable

  7.  Type of Registration Regular

  8. Particulars of Approving Authority  West Bengal Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017

Signature

 Name HIMADRI BAG

 Designation Deputy Commissioner

 Jurisdictional Office BALLYGUNGE

9. Date of issue of Certificate 15/01/2021

Note: The registration certificate is required to be prominently displayed at all places of Business/Office(s) in the State.
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            Details of Additional Place of Business(s)

 

 
            Total Number of Additional Places of Business(s) in the State              0

 

 GSTIN 19AFXPR9066F1ZG

 Legal Name DEBASHIS ROY

Trade Name, if any HEALTH PLUS INDIA
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           Details of  Proprietor

 

  GSTIN 19AFXPR9066F1ZG

 Legal Name DEBASHIS ROY

 Trade Name, if any HEALTH PLUS INDIA

  1 Name                                         DEBASHIS  ROY

Designation/Status                     PROPRIETOR

Resident of State                        West Bengal








